1993 ford festiva gl manual

The trucks were once under investigation by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
for steering failures, but the investigation revealed the failures were driver error and had
nothing to do with design. The Ford Festiva is a subcompact car that was marketed by the Ford
between and Festiva was sold in Japan, the Americas, and Australasia. The name "Festiva" is
derived from the Spanish word for "festive". It was not related to the similarly sized and named
Ford Fiesta. Designed by Mazda using the DA platform and B series inline-four engines, the
Festiva continued the trend of Fords built and designed by Mazda for the Asia-Pacific market
such as the Laser and Telstar. South Korean first generation sales began in under the name Kia
Pride, assembled by Kia under license. Australasia and Europe received the first version
between and as the "Mazda ". After , Australasian sales occurred under the "Ford Festiva"
name, while European sales continued under the name "Kia Pride". This ongoing production
has been in parallel to the second generation Festiva introduced in , sold as the Ford Aspire in
North America and Kia Avella in South Korea and other markets. Although these second
generations models were withdrawn in , a third generation was sold between and in Japan as a
badge-engineered version of the Mazda Demio. I'd love to be emailed when a new, high quality
document is available for my Ford Festiva. My email address is:. By using this website, you
automatically accept that we use cookies. What for? Toggle navigation. Home Workshop
Manuals Ford Festiva. Ford Festiva The trucks were once under investigation by the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration for steering failures, but the investigation revealed the
failures were driver error and had nothing to do with design. Get notified for new files? We'll
send you a quick email when a new Ford Festiva document is added. Ford Festiva Misc
Document. Related Models. Ford Official Website. Never miss out: Get notified when new Ford
Festiva documents are added. About Manuals. Connect with us. I'm trying to find owners
manual for '93 Ford Festiva L Chris answered 5 years ago. The Aspire is badged on the VIN
plate as having the exact same body style, lol, even tho they're egg shaped. You can buy
manuals on Ebay that are really fat paper back OR gigantic binders and the prices vary. They're
pretty cheap but can make themselves priceless if you do your own work. I would stay away
from.. There's a cheap option or two that are not very accurate or just bad in general. And I'm
not sure year really matters as long as you get because nothing really changed but had mainly
carb and unicorn 89 auto efi stay away ha. Hit me up. Thanks so much. Currently I'm just
interested in info about all the in's and out's of the car Ah, so you pretty much just need an
owners manual. I just stick to my repair manuals. And the scissor jack should have the hook
arm to turn the jack and then a lug nut wrench. I'm not a fan of scissor jacks.. I'd recommend a
small bottle jack from a pickup truck or cheapie from harbor freight and a scrap 2x6 or bigger.
Fuses are by your left knee behind the small panel on the dash. Trouble light You would need to
know how to flash the codes and read the flashes to get the code. Oil light, low on oil, turn off
the car and add a quart. I think bulbs are Guessing there, it's been a while. Make sure to be
careful with the black cap on the back of the headlights, they break kind of easy. And the small
ones you can just take one inside and they'll match it to the lights on the shelf. You can also
check out Tons of great people there and info. I have a '93 Ford Festiva L. I need to replace both
tail-light assemblies; also the front turn-signal cover. My friend found a '93 Festiva GL in a
junkyard. Does anyone know if the 'GL tail-light asse I have a Ford Festiva carburated engine. It
won't start. We replaced the starter and it still wouldn't start. I am not a mechanic but i am
highly mechanically inclined. I recently changed the clutch in my festiva all i did was drop the
tranny an clucth an replaced the pressure plate and gear and bearings CarGurus has 2
nationwide Festiva listings and the tools to find you a great deal. I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Report Follow. Best Answer Mark helpful. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo
Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Festiva question. Sell Your Car Yourself
With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Festiva Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. The
Ford Festiva is a subcompact car that was marketed by the Ford Motor Company between and
The name "Festiva" is derived from the Spanish word for " festive ". Designed by Mazda using
the DA platform and B series inline-four engines , the Festiva continued the trend of Fords built
and designed by Mazda for the Asia-Pacific market such as the Laser and Telstar. South Korean
first generation sales began in under the name Kia Pride , assembled by Kia under license.
Australasia and Europe received the first version between and as the " Mazda ". After ,
Australasian sales occurred under the "Ford Festiva" name, while European sales continued
under the name "Kia Pride". This ongoing production has been in parallel to the second
generation Festiva introduced in , sold as the Ford Aspire in North America and Kia Avella in

South Korea and other markets. Although these second generations models were withdrawn in ,
a third generation was sold between and in Japan as a badge engineered version of the Mazda
Demio. The first generation Ford Festiva was designed by Mazda in Japan at the request of
parent company Ford. Mazda began producing the Festiva as the "Mazda " for Australasia and
Europe in , but this model was never retailed in Japan. Ford Australia's action was paralleled in
Europe where Kia started exporting three- and five-door hatchback, four-door sedan, and
five-door wagon variants of the Kia Pride in The edition of Monash University 's Used Car Safety
Ratings UCSR , found that the first generation Festiva provides a "worse than average" two out
of five stars level of safety in the event of an accident , in a comparison to other "light cars".
Mazda began selling the as a single three-door hatchback body variant in to sit below the larger
model. The was sold in Australia from March The 1. Mazda issued an update for the released in
October for the Australian market with a new grille insert, body-hued exterior trim, redesigned
instrumentation and interior seats and trim. The Pride was replaced in by the Rio. The Pride
launched in the United Kingdom in June , fitted with both the 1. At this time, the 1. K â€” and
New P. K onwards models, which utilize Renault 5 bodies. In Iran, Prides continue to be the
most common car with two out of five cars a Pride. Chinese production ended in December The
second model Ford Festiva was jointly developed between Kia and Ford, retaining most of the
drivetrain of the previous model with a more rounded body style. This new Festiva was slightly
longer, wider, more aerodynamic, and suspended by MacPherson struts in the front and a
torsion bar axle in the rear. While it was sold in certain markets as a second generation Festiva,
Ford renamed it the "Aspire" in North American markets, where the five-door model was offered
for the first time. In South Korea, the car was badged "Kia Avella". The sedan version was
mainly restricted to the South Korean market, although it was also available with Festiva
badging in Taiwan. These engines were:. Transmission options comprised a five-speed manual
transmission , although all models could be optioned with a four-speed automatic. Australian
and U. In , the Festiva received a new front bumper with an oval grille, reshaped headlamps, and
other minor changes. The Aspire was dropped from the Ford range in the United States after
The second generation Festiva continued to be sold in Australia until when it was replaced by
the Ford Ka. Australian second-generation Festivas have U. These redundant reflectors,
coupled with the orange side indicator repeater which is not required in the U. Kia developed
their following model, the Kia Rio , completely independently, and finished their relationship
with Ford. Like the first generation, the edition of the Used Car Safety Ratings UCSR by Monash
University in Australia found the second series Festiva to provide a "worse than average" two
out of five stars safety protection level in the event of an accident. An SE model available from
to included a blue-faced gauge package with a tachometer , a rear spoiler, alloy wheels, fog
lights, upgraded interior, and "SE" badging. Sales of the Avella totalled , in but dropped to only
27, in The Avella was primarily intended for export markets carrying Ford badging, as South
Korean customers tended to prefer sedans over hatchbacks. It was sold in a very few export
markets with Kia badging, such as Malta. The Avella was discontinued in although production
for some export markets continued until , it and the Pride first generation Festiva were
collectively replaced by the Kia Rio in Optional equipment included air conditioning , power
locks, power mirrors, power windows, folding rear seats, dimming interior mirror, a tachometer ,
and aluminum wheels. Five-speed manuals as well as three- or four-speed automatic
transmissions were available. Sales of the second generation Festiva ended in for the Japanese
market, being replaced by generation threeâ€”a badge engineered Mazda Demio DW. Known as
the "Ford Festiva Mini Wagon", the Japanese-only model range consisted of a single five-door
hatchback body style available with either a 1. Transmission options were a three-speed or
four-speed automatic and a five-speed manual. Production continued until Mazda ceased
manufacture of the equivalent Demio in This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an
account? Start a Wiki. Not to be confused with the Ford Fiesta. Pre-facelift Mazda 3-door, with
canvas roof Netherlands. Ford Festiva Mini Wagon Japan. Arab American Vehicles. Retrieved
on Pars Khodro. Ford Motor Company. Proto Corporation. John Mellor. News Limited.
Motorbooks International, Detroit, Michigan : St. James Press , ISBN Kia reached and agreement
to supply Ford with its Festiva model. Kia's arrangement with Ford reflected its strategy, first
evident in the mids, to gradually assume Japan's role as the leading supplier of low-end
economy cars. By the mids, in fact, it was clear to Kia executives that Japan was reducing its
emphasis on low-priced cars and focusing on higher-priced, high-profit vehicles. Kia's greatest
edge in comparison to US, European, and Japanese automakers was labor. Indeed, until the late
s Kia paid its workers a mere fraction of what their foreign counterparts earned. The savings
were mirrored in cars like the Festiva, which enjoyed steady demand as a result of their
extremely low prices. Over a period of about five years, Kia shipped Festivas to Ford. Red Book.
Automotive Data Services. Marque Publishing Company. Monash University. Milan : Editoriale

Domus, â€” Fairfax Media Warsaw : Media Connection Sp. Paul Trading Corp. Korea JoongAng
Daily. Ford Motor Company vehicles. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki.
FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Kia Motors Mazda. Front-engine, front-wheel drive. Kia
Pride Mazda Mazda DA platform. South Korea: Gwangmyeong Sohari Plant. LTD Crown Victoria.
Crown Victoria. Country Squire. Five Hundred. Personal luxury. Escort ZX2. Current and future
models. Historical models. This page uses some content from Wikipedia. The original article
was at Ford Festiva. The list of authors can be seen in the page history. Please check page
history for when the original article was copied to Wikia. Some cars are muscular and brutal and
have plenty of attitude that captures the heart and mind of an enthusiast. Others are like a little
puppy that people simply want to take home because it is cute and playful. I highly doubt that
the Ford Festiva L is ever likely to fall into the former category, but it seems to fit into the latter
quite well. These were not a particularly rare car when they were new, but finding a clean and
tidy example today can be quite difficult. This particular car would make an excellent daily
commuter, it could serve brilliantly if you just needed to pop down to the store for a few
groceries, and because of their relative rarity today, they can also attract their share of attention
when taken out for a spot of relaxed weekend motoring. Looking at the Aqua Festiva reveals a
small car that is in very good condition for its age. While these little Fords could cruise quite
happily on the open road at 70mph, the vast majority spent their lives plying the streets of the
city and suburbs. This meant that they were more prone to bumps, dings, dents, and fender
benders than those that spent their lives running free. It also meant that they had a tendency to
look tatty and old before their time. This one has managed to avoid those issues, with the paint
presenting well, and the panels appearing to be nice and straight. One area that was particularly
prone to deterioration was the finish on the wheels. These wheels appear to be really nice, and
this leads to one interesting hypothesis. It is a definite possibility that the wheels have been
refinished or replaced at some point. The owner makes no wild claims about ultra-low mileage,
but the odometer only shows 19, miles at present. Common sense says that it has probably
rolled over, but when I look at the overall condition of the Festiva, I have to admit that it is
entirely conceivable that those miles could be original. The Festiva was most definitely built
down to a price because to be competitive in the small car segment, it simply had to represent
good value for money if people were going to choose this instead of offerings from the
competition. When finished in Aqua, the Festiva L was available with gray interior trim as the
sole color. That is what we get here, and as with the exterior, it looks very respectable in there.
There really are no issues in there apart from a single mark on the passenger seat vinyl. The
dash is free from cracks, there is no appreciable edge wear on the front seats, while the carpet
looks nice. With the plastic trim being of fairly low quality, it can develop some pretty
horrendous scratches, scrapes, cracks, and marks. Nowhere is this more obvious than in the
cargo area. Even minor neglect can show a mile away, but the plastic back there looks to be in
better than average condition. For such a diminutive car, they do have an impressive cargo
area, and when the spotless rear seat is folded flat, it is positively cavernous. I had a friend who
used to own a Festiva L that was finished in white. He used to use the car as a shopping trolley,
with a trip to the market about once a week to buy the groceries. He was shopping for four
pretty solid adults and had no issues with fitting all of the shopping into the Festiva. In fact, the
only thing that ever stopped it was the night that he miscued on a corner that was covered in
gravel. The ensuing loss of traction saw the Ford parked upside-down in a drainage ditch, which
really was a sad end for what had been an amazing little car. What lies under the hood of the
Festiva is hardly going to leave any muscle car quaking in its boots, but the 1,cc fuel-injected
4-cylinder engine that we find hiding there does produce 63hp. Those rampant ponies find their
way to the front wheels via a 5-peed manual transmission. These are not a fast car by any
stretch of the imagination, and while a top speed of mph is theoretically possible, the feat would
have to be achieved downhill with a tail-wind. The engine bay of this particular Festiva does
present extremely nicely, and its overall condition does seem to support the possibility that the
odometer reading might be accurate. The owner says that the vehicle runs and drives nicely,
and its only issue is that it could do with a new muffler. He says that it has been like that for a
while, but the fault actually provides a nice rasp to the engine note, which has made him loathe
to change it. The Festiva L was not a rare car when new, and sales of the 1st generation in the
US easily exceeded , cars. They were cheap to buy, cheap to own, and cheap to run. That made
them a firm favorite for commuter use, and it was this sort of life that saw many examples
driven into the ground before being driven off for scrap. Finding a good one today can be quite
difficult, and this one does appear to be just such a car. For me, the sticking point is the BIN
price. I think that it is extremely optimistic, and even with the bidding at its current level, I can
only hope that it is getting close to its reserve. What do you think? The Festiva was the first new
car my wife and I ever purchased. It was an upgrade, however small, from the Mercury Monarch

we traded in on this. While the price is up there a bitâ€¦ try to find one in this nice of condition
again! Ian, when you say try to find one, there has to be somebody that wants to find one and
what do you do with it after you do find it? I had a couple of these at in Wanna say they were or
models. One my dad gave me if I could get it running. Drove that thing pretty hard at times and
saw nowhere near thirty yet alone forty mpg. Got the same mileage as my Fairlane and it was
pretty quick for a little car. Did a good job keeping up with the RX-7s of that time. Sold them off
when the carbs caught fire and was moving residences at the time. Broke even on each. The
cleanliness outside, inside, and under the hood is simply remarkable. An ex-roommate in
Chicago bought one of these brand new in or The theory is it got towed by the City. It had all his
HS yearbooks in it unfortunately. This is a throw away car once someone starts to drive it as
daily driver, will fall apart soon there after. I had a Festiva when I was commuting an hour to
work. Decent little car, and actually fun to drive. I drove all state highways to work, and
averaged 42 mpg. You laugh about such a lowly car that nobody would loveâ€¦. They put the
BMWs next to the Yugo section. Amazingly, there were just 4 of us with vintage BMWs, but the
Yugo guys came out in force, with probably 10 cars, including some convertibles. It put us BMW
guys to shame. Our late uncle put over K miles on one and only replaced the shocks.
Consistently got over 40MPG. He loved that car. My wife purchased a Festiva new; she put over
, miles on it with no major problems. After the k miles I had to replace the clutch. The Festiva
got amazing gas mileage but alas my wife hit a Chevy 4 wheel drive truck that pulled out in front
of her. I burned through 2 of these getting over , miles on each commuting from Hemet to Long
Beach, CA everyday. The first was a stripped down L model like this one with no AC and no rear
window wiper. The second one was a GL with both amenities and not a totally bad car. My wife
was driving a maroon 88 Festiva L when I met her in the early 90s. I did a bunch of work on that
car and it was good at what it did. The big drawbacks were a 4-speed transmission no overdive
and lack of a RH outside rearview mirror. Not great for keeping up with PA Turnpike traffic but
the engine did stay together. I tried to get a RH outside mirror but I think the only cars that had
them were LX models and I never did find a wrecked one. LOL No way. Tiny door armrests
maybe mounted a bit too high. Up here in the northeast, NAPA auto parts used to use these as
parts runners. They had big yellow baseball hats mounted to the roof with the NAPA logo on
them. Many shops ran them up to over , miles. I had two very used ones. If you folded down the
back seat they had a surprising amount of cargo space too. It seemed like the harder you beat
em, the better they ran. But yeah, that price shocks me right out of my sentimental journey! I
has a red one of these in Come to find out the gas gauge was bad. Not fun with cars zooming
by. Years ago I had a small used car lot. I bought a 10 pack of cars from a friendly car dealer in
another town. My brother went to help me move the cars to my lot from where I bought them. He
drove one of these back and decided he liked it enough to buy it from me. He ended up buying
both. He drove them for years, claiming an average of 45 mpg on the highway with the stick
shift one. I was just grateful to not have them on my lot. I bought one at an auction in Riverside
and got a call late that day that my friends niece was being born. We ran that car at top speed
back to Vegas up and down the hills coming down into Nevada and the car performed very well.
Another friend had one and his engine went out. We changed the engine in an afternoon. Who is
this seller trying to kid beside themselves. When she sold it I was tempted to do a power train
swap to a larger turbo charged mazda motor. Would have been fun. Tired to kill the engine In
these for a good few years in the rental pool. Tried to kill these every chance we got. Horribly
slow, noisy tin can. White thick clouds of joy behind the pipesâ€¦. Covered under warranty.
Miguel I bought it used in And I had a Dodge Dart Convertriple. Had the crank sunroof and fold
down back seats. It was called a Convertriple. When these came out they were the only Ford
branded car which got a best buy recommendation by Consumer Reports. Even back then they
were selling cars in North America. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to
get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our
free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in.
Barn Finds. Adam Clarke. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments mark.
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Anyone that pays that for this car is dumber than 2 hammers. That is for sure Mark. If
somebody does it will set a world record for a Festive sale. When I was buying and selling cars,
I had good luck with them. I would like to see that car. Yes that car was sold until I would want
to see the model though. Ian C. Cattoo Member. I had 2 Festivas a and Built by Kia. Mazda
power train. Almost indestructible. William Shields. Rex Kahrs Member. Jay E. John B. Say
What??? Pete in PA. Luxury should be lived inâ€¦. Big Mike. Nice little toy but 10K? FrankY

Member. Frank, what country do you live in? Why do you ask? I thought you were from Brasil or
something. Roland Schoenke. It was called a Convertriple 2. Mazda anybody?? Mark Evans.
Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our
free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily
email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached!

